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H I G H L I G H T S

• A MVFP propulsion model for comparative ship and control system studies is proposed.

• Fuel consumption, acceleration, thermal loading & propeller cavitation are evaluated.

• Benchmark MOPs quantify these criteria within an hour simulation time.

• The propulsion model is validated with FAT and SAT data from a case study navy ship.

• Control can save 30% fuel, reduce thermal loading by 90 K and acceleration time by 50%.
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A B S T R A C T

Ships, in particular service vessels, need to reduce fuel consumption, emissions and cavitation noise while
maintaining manoeuvrability and preventing engine overloading. Diesel mechanical propulsion with con-
trollable pitch propellers can provide high fuel efficiency with good manoeuvrability. However, the conventional
control strategy with fixed combinator curves limits control freedom in trading-off performance characteristics.
In order to evaluate performance of current state-of-the-art and future alternative propulsion systems and their
control, a validated propulsion system model is required. To this end, this paper proposes a propulsion model
with a Mean Value First Principle (MVFP) diesel engine model that can be parameterised with publicly available
manufacturer data and further calibrated with obligatory FAT measurements. The model uses a novel approach
to predict turbocharger performance based on Zinner blowdown, the Büchi power and flow balance and the
elliptic law for turbines, and does not require detailed information such as compressor and turbine maps. This
model predicts system performance within 5% of actual measurements during Factory Acceptance Tests (FAT) of
the diesel engines and Sea Acceptance Tests (SAT) of a case study navy ship. Moreover, this paper proposes
measures of performance that objectively quantify the fuel consumption, acceleration rate, engine thermal
loading and propeller cavitation during trial, design and off-design conditions in specified benchmark man-
oeuvres, within an hour simulation time. In our experiments, we find that, depending on the control strategy, up
to 30% of fuel can be saved, thermal engine loading can be reduced by 90 K, and acceleration time by 50% for a
case study Holland class patrol vessel.

1. Introduction

The green house gas reduction targets set during the United Nations
climate change conference 2015 in Paris and acknowledged by the
European Union, national governments and the International Maritime
Organisation (IMO), require seagoing ships to significantly reduce their
fuel consumption and improve their propulsion system efficiency [1,2].
At the same time, many types of ships, in particular service vessels,
have to accelerate fast and accurately when performing their missions

at sea [3]. For example, offshore vessels and heavy lift crane vessels
require accurate dynamic positioning to perform offshore operations,
ferries need to manoeuvre accurately when entering or leaving port,
and naval vessels need accurate manoeuvring during combat opera-
tions.

Diesel mechanical propulsion with controllable pitch propellers can
deliver both accurate manoeuvrability and high fuel efficiency during
transit. Therefore, this type of propulsion is often used for the above
mentioned vessels and considered in this study. A typical diesel
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Nomenclature

Greek Symbols

α crank angle
αZ Zinner turbine area decrease factor
αeff effective angle of attack
αi shock free entry angle onto the leading edge of the pro-

peller profile in deg
β hydrodynamic pitch angle in deg
χ the ratio between the specific heats at constant pressure

and air
δf fuel addition factor

TΔ time step over which the rate is limited
η efficiency
ηq heat release efficiency
ηR relative rotative efficiency of the propeller
κ specific heat ratio
λ air excess ratio
λCR length ratio of the crank rod to the crank shaft radius
ω wave radial frequency in rad/s
π pressure ratio of turbine or compressor
Ψsc non-dimensional scavenge flow
σf stoichiometric air fuel ratio of the fuel
σn cavitation number
τp time constant representing pitch actuation delay in s
τX fuel injection time delay in s
τpd time delay for filling the exhaust receiver in s
ε parasitic heat exchanger effectiveness
εc geometric compression ratio
ζ significant wave amplitude in m

Roman symbols

mṫ total mass flow at nominal conditions in kg/s
a b c, , Seiliger parameters for isochoric, isobaric and isothermal

combustion
a b c, ,η η η polynomial coefficients of the turbocharger
Aeff effective area of the turbine in m2

a b c, ,gb gb gb gearbox loss function parameters
c1 Vrijdag coefficient
cp specific heat at constant pressure in J/kgK
C C,Q T torque and thrust coefficient
cv specific heat at constant volume in J/kgK
D propeller diameter in m
DB bore diameter in m
ft thrust deduction factor
fw wake fraction
g standard gravity in m/s2

hL lower heating value of fuel at ISO conditions in kJ/kg
ie number of cylinders of the engine
J moment of inertia in kgm
ke number of revolutions per cycle
kp number of propellers
kw wave number in 1/m
L length in m
Lu unlimited lever setpoint in %
Lset lever setpoint after rate limitation in %
M torque in kNm
m mass in cylinder in kg
mf fuel injected per cylinder per cycle in kg
Mi indicated torque in kNm

gearbox torque loss in Nm
mbsfc brake specific fuel consumption in kg/kWs
Mlossgrad torque loss gradient
Mloss torque loss in kNm

n rotational speed in Hz
ne engine speed in Hz
nbld polytropic expansion coefficient of blowdown
nexp polytropic exponent for expansion
nvirt virtual shaft speed
P power in kW
p pressure in Pa

∞p ambient water pressure at the centre-line of the propeller
in Pa

Pp propeller pitch
pv vapour pressure of water at ambient temperature in Pa
pmax maximum cylinder pressure in Pa
Pp0 pitch ratio at which zero thrust is achieved
q specific heat release in kJ/kg
Qp propeller torque in Nm
qhl specific heat loss in kJ/kg
R gas constant in J/kgK
rc effective compression ratio
Rv ship resistance in N
RCS crank shaft radius in m
reo ratio of volume at Seiliger point 6 relative to 1
rht heat transfer ratio between heating during blowdown and

cooling during scavenging
+ −R R,L L maximum, minimum increase rate of the lever setpoint
+ −R R,P P maximum, minimum pitch increase rate

RPr pitch reduction rate
rTTC driving temperature ratio of the turbocharger
sbyp bypass slip factor for flow around cylinder
ssc scavenge slip ratio without bypass air
ssl slip ratio of the scavenge process with bypass air
T temperature in K
t time in s
Tp thrust in N
Tbld Zinner blowdown temperature in K
Tev exhaust valve temperature in K
Tslip temperature of the air slip during scavenging in K
V cylinder volume in m3

va advance speed of water into the propeller in m/s
vh hydrodynamic velocity in m/s
vs ship speed in m/s
vw wakefield disturbance due to waves in m/s
w specific work in kNm/kg
wi specific indicated work in Nm/kg
X fuel pump injection in %
xc compression stroke effectiveness factor
Xct portion of heat released at constant temperature
Xcv portion of heat released at constant volume
z water depth in m at propeller centre

Subscripts

a air
amb ambient
b after the compressor, before the intercooler
BDC when cylinder is at bottom dead centre
c charge air after the intercooler
com compressor
comb combustion
CR crank rod
d exhaust receiver
e engine
EC when the exhaust valve closes
EO when the exhaust valve opens
ew entrained water
ex turbine exit
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mechanical propulsion plant consists of two turbocharged diesel en-
gines, gearboxes, shafts and controllable pitch propellers and is illu-
strated in Fig. 1.

The control strategy of diesel mechanical propulsion requires a
trade-off between various Measures of Effectiveness (MOEs) [4], such
as fuel consumption, manoeuvrability, engine thermal loading and, in
some cases, cavitation noise [5–8]. While in some circumstances, such
as a transit, the objective of the control strategy will be to sail at the
lowest possible fuel consumption, in other circumstances, such as
manoeuvring during dynamic positioning or entering and leaving port,
the objective will be to provide maximum manoeuvrability. In either
case, the engine should not be thermally overloaded. Furthermore, for
military vessels and ships operating in an ecologically sensitive en-
vironment, limiting radiated noise through cavitation can be an im-
portant objective. Traditional control strategies, using fixed combinator
curves and engine speed control, can achieve different trade-offs by
defining 2 or more different operating modes: manoeuvring mode and
transit mode [9].

The assessment of the optimum trade-off for these control strategies
is a complex task. The optimum trade-off could be determined during
sea trails at extremely high cost. Alternatively, propulsion system
models could be used to investigate the control system settings at a
much lower cost [11]. However, setting up these propulsion system
models requires extensive data from the equipment manufacturers and
no validated models are available in literature that can be calibrated
with public manufacturer data, for example information available in
engine project guides [12]. Moreover, the analysis of the trade-off re-
quires a lot of expert knowledge and the Measures of Performance
(MOPs)[4] that should be considered in the control system design have
not been clearly defined. This study aims to provide a propulsion
system model that can be calibrated with readily available equipment
data and used to compare different propulsion system architectures and
their control strategies, to define MOPs to analyse propulsion and
control system performance in very limited simulation time, and to
analyse the improvements advanced control strategies can potentially
deliver.

Diesel mechanical propulsion systems have been modelled ex-
tensively, either with very complex diesel engine models, that require
an extensive analysis of parameters and exhaustive calibration [13–16],
or with look-up tables that are based on extensive measurements
[11,17,18]. The propulsion system model proposed in this paper is
based on first principles and uses parameters obtained from publicly
available manufacturers data, such as engine project guides [12] and
open water propeller diagrams [19,20]. For good calibration of the
engine turbocharger model, obligatory Factory Acceptance Test (FAT)
data, in particular turbocharger pressures and temperatures for mul-
tiple operating points, is required. The procedure to fit parameters,
described in this paper, requires FAT measurements only and do not
require further heat release measurements or compressor and turbine
maps, as opposed to most alternative models, which require an ex-
tensive amount of fitting parameters to achieve satisfactory

performance prediction [21,22]. Because the model mimics the phy-
sical and thermodynamic behaviour, it can be used to evaluate the
dynamic performance of diesel mechanical propulsion of service vessels
with special interest for fuel consumption, rate of acceleration, engine
thermal loading and propeller cavitation.

The contribution of this paper is threefold. First, the diesel engine
model proposed in this paper is the first Mean Value First Principle
(MVFP) diesel engine model that can be calibrated based on FAT
measurements, without compressor and turbine maps and extensive
heat release measurements as proposed in [22,23]. Moreover, it pro-
vides accurate prediction of the required MOP across the operating
envelope for comparative system and control studies, as demonstrated
by the presented quantitative validation with the diesel engines FAT
and the ships Sea Acceptance Trials (SAT) measurements. This diesel
engine model can accurately predict engine performance because the
six point Seiliger cycle, an accurate turbocharger model based on Zinner
blowdown and the Büchi balance, and variable turbocharger efficiency,
heat release efficiency and slip ratio have been added to the model
proposed in [24] to reflect the thermodynamic behaviour of modern
highly turbocharged engines with Miller timing [25,26]. Secondly, the
total ship model validation provides new insight in the influence of a
control strategy on holistic performance for various MOEs. And finally,
we propose benchmark manoeuvres and MOPs to quantify fuel con-
sumption, rate of acceleration, engine thermal loading and propeller
cavitation, in order to evaluate performance improvements of conven-
tional and advanced control strategies, and compare propulsion archi-
tectures against predefined MOPs. The paper is organised as follows:
We propose the propulsion system model in Section 2 and the control
strategy in Section 3, to validate these models in Section 4 with FAT and
SAT measurements. In Section 5, we propose benchmark MOPs and
discuss the results with manoeuvring and transit mode of the proposed
control strategy. Finally, we conclude and propose future work in
Section 6.

2. Ship propulsion system model

The schematic representation of the diesel mechanical propulsion

FAT FAT conditions
g exhaust gas
IC when inlet valve closes
id assuming no heat loss
inl inlet duct
is assuming isentropic conditions
lim limitation
m mechanical
min minimum
nom nominal value
p propeller
ref reference

S stroke
s equilibrium
set setpoint
sl shaftline
t total
TDC when cylinder is at top dead centre
tur turbine
gb gearbox
mar margin
TC turbocharger
i state in the Seiliger cycle according to Fig. 5
ij from state i to state j in the Seiliger cycle

(1)

(2)

(4)

Legend:
(1) Diesel engine
(2) Gearbox
(3) Sha
(4) Controllable pitch propeller
(5) Hull
(6) Waves and wind

(1)

(2)

(4)

(3)

(3)

(5)

(6)

Fig. 1. Typical mechanical propulsion system layout for a naval vessel [10].
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system model considered in this study is illustrated in Fig. 2. We use the
modular, hierarchical and causal modelling paradigm proposed in [27],
in which the direction of the arrows illustrate the causality of the
coupled effort and flow variables, for example engine torque Me with
engine speed ne, propeller torque Mp with shaft speed np and propeller
thrust Tp with ship speed vs. Moreover, fuel injection setpoint Xset and
pitch ratio Pp represent control variables and wave orbital speed vw and
ship resistance function R v( )v s represents the disturbance due to waves.
Finally, the operator can control ship speed by setting control input
virtual shaft speed Nvirt in rpm. The details of the sub-models are given
below.

2.1. Diesel engine model

Diesel engine models can be categorised by the level of dynamics
that are considered and by the underlying physical detail, considering
that the equation of motion and the associated state engine speed ne are
represented in the gearbox and shaftline model, as follows:

• Zero order models represent the engines torque and fuel consump-
tion with a purely mathematical equation derived from a number of
measurement points [28] or from a look-up table. Either way, the
dynamics of the turbocharger are not included. Because the thermal
loading of the engine mainly depends on the charge pressure, these
models are not suitable to predict the thermal loading of the engine.

• First order models contain a state variable representing either the
turbocharger pressure or the turbocharger speed. These models can
be based on complex underlying physical models [24], on mathe-
matical equations derived from a number of measurement points, or
on look-up tables, which require even more measurement points and
therefore require extensive experimental data [17, Ch. 2, pp.
16–19].

• High order Mean Value First Principle (MVFP) models include air
and exhaust gas flow dynamics [13,29,22,30,31] and require an
extensive set of parameters and exhaustive calibration as shown in
[32]. These models mostly use the filling and emptying approach for
the inlet and exhaust receiver control volumes in combination with
compressor and turbine maps and require extensive calibration
parameters [13,33]. Schulten and Stapersma [29] use a gas ex-
change model and the six point Seiliger cycle to determine the ex-
haust gas conditions, while [13,33] use a mathematical re-
presentation of the indicated efficiency and friction losses based on
manufacturer data. When compressor and turbine maps are avail-
able, the novel approach presented in [13] can extend these maps to
the low speed region, thus predicting engine behaviour at low load,
for example during slow steaming.

• Zero-dimensional crank angle models determine the thermodynamic
state of the air and combustion gas in the cylinder during crank
angle rotation for the closed cylinder process, assuming a single
homogenous ideal gas in the cylinder [14], which can be combined
with a heat release model using Wiebe functions [34] as proposed in
[35], with a two-zone combustion model as proposed in [36,37] or
with a multi-zone combustion model as proposed in [38]. The ap-
proaches proposed in [37,38] can also predict NOx formation using
the extended Zeldovich mechanism [39] as they model the com-
bustion process in sufficient detail.

• One-dimensional fluid dynamic models are used to predict the air
flow, pressure and temperature along the flow path of the air, in the
compressor, intercooler, inlet receiver, cylinder and exhaust system,
including the turbine. Commercial software packages, such as GT-
power and AVL Boost, estimate fluid properties along the flow,
discretising the flow path, and can also address pressure waves.
However, these packages require too much computational time to
calculate the performance of an engine during a typical operational
profile or ship manoeuvres [40,41].

• Multi-zone combustion models [38] and CFD combustion models

[42] model the combustion process and the gas flow in the various
engine components in three dimensions. While Raptosasios et al.
[38] demonstrate multi-zone combustion models in combination
with a zero-dimensional crank angle model can be used to predict
NOx production, CFD combustion models can be used to gain de-
tailed insight into the processes of soot formation, NOx formation,
heat radiation and convective heat transfer in the cylinder during
the combustion process [42]. Nevertheless, the high computational
burden of these models restricts their use for extensive propulsion
system analysis for multiple MOEs that occur in different timescales.

This research focusses on the dynamic performance of the diesel
engine, including the thermal loading of the engine, which can be re-
presented by the air excess ratio, turbocharger entry temperature and
exhaust valve temperature [6,43]. Therefore, a MVFP has been chosen
to model the diesel engine, based on the models used in [24]. In order
to improve the accuracy of the prediction of the engine parameters of
interest, five significant improvements are included in the model.

First, an extensive measurement campaign performed in [44] de-
monstrated the turbocharger pressure was overestimated in the model
of [24]. Hence, we added a more accurate turbocharger model based on
Zinner blowdown and the Büchi flow and power balance with a variable
turbocharger efficiency, as proposed previously for a dual fuel engine in
[45], a heat loss model for the turbocharger, and a third differential
equation to reflect the delay in exhaust receiver pressure build-up due
to receiver volume filling. Second, a fourth differential equation has
been added to the model, representing the inertia of the fuel injection
system and the ignition delay as proposed in [10]. Third, the six point
Seiliger process has replaced the five point Seiliger process in order to
more accurately predict the exhaust temperature and indicated effi-
ciency, as proposed in [46]. Fourth, the heat release efficiency has been
defined as a function of speed, to account for the longer exposure time
of hot gas at lower engine speed. Finally, a variable slip ratio due to
scavenging has been added, to accurately reflect the impact of Miller
timing.

The resulting diesel engine model consists of the following sub-
models: fuel pump, air swallow, heat release, Seiliger cycle, exhaust
receiver and turbocharger, and mechanical conversion. In particular,
the exhaust receiver and turbocharger model proposes a new modelling
strategy based on Zinner blowdown, Büchi flow and power balance, the
elliptic law [47,48] and a variable slip ratio assuming isentropic flow
through a nozzle. The interaction of these sub-models and the equations
representing their behaviour are shown in Fig. 3.

2.1.1. Fuel pump
The fuel pump model represents the time delay caused by the inertia

of the fuel pump actuator and the ignition delay, as proposed in [10], as
follows:

=
−dm t

dt
m X t m t

τ
( ) ( ) ( )

,f f set f

X

nom

(1)

Diesel 
engine

Gearbox 
and 

sha line

Me

Propeller

Hull

Diesel 
engine

Gearbox 
and 

sha line

Me

Propeller

np

np

Mp

ne

ne

Mp

Tp

Tp

Waves
Rv(vs)

vw

vw

vs

vs

Control 
ac ons

Xset

Xset

PpSpeed 
setpoint

Nvirt

Fig. 2. Schematic presentation of direct drive propulsion system for naval vessel showing
causal coupling between models.
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where m t( )f is the amount of fuel injected per cylinder per engine cycle
in kg, t is time in s, m fnom is the nominal amount of fuel injected per
cylinder per engine cycle in kg, Xset is the fuel pump injection setpoint
in % of nominal fuel injection and τX is the fuel injection time delay in s,
which can be estimated with the time required for half a stroke, which
is the maximum duration of combustion, as follows:

=τ
n

1
4

,X
enom (2)

where nenom is the nominal engine speed in Hz. Fuel injection time delay
in this model is assumed constant due to its small value, while a more
accurate estimate could be achieved by using the actual engine speed.
Furthermore, the nominal fuel injection m fnom can be determined as
follows:

=m
m P k

i n
,f

bsfc e e

e e
nom

nom nom

nom (3)

where mbsfcnom is the nominal brake specific fuel consumption in kg/
kWs, Penom is the nominal engine power in kW, ke is the number of re-
volutions per cycle, which is 2 for a 4-stroke engine, and ie is the
number of cylinders of the engine.

2.1.2. Air swallow
The air swallow characteristics of the engine determine the air ex-

cess ratio λ, which represents the amount of air that is left after all fuel
is combusted. This ratio is an important indicator for the thermal
loading of the engine as discussed in [43] and can also be used to
measure the effectiveness of Exhaust Gas Recirculation, as demon-
strated in [30,49]. The scavenge efficiency of the engine can be as-
sumed unity, because the model only considers 4-stroke engines with
significant air slip [50, Ch. 2, p. 55]. Therefore, the air excess ratio
matches the pseudo air excess ratio and can be defined as follows:

=λ t m t
m t σ

( ) ( )
( )

,
f f

1

(4)

where σf is the stoichiometric air fuel ratio of the fuel. Furthermore, the
trapped mass at the start of compression in kg m1 is determined by the
charge air pressure p1, using the ideal gas law, as follows:

=m t
p t V

R T
( )

( )
,

a
1

1 1

1 (5)

where V1 is the cylinder volume at start of compression in m3 and Ra is
the gas constant of air in J/kgK. The volume V1 is determined by the
cylinder parameters as follows:

=
−

V
πD L r

ε4( 1)
,B S c

c
1

2

(6)

where DB is the bore diameter in m, LS is the stroke length in m, εc is the
geometric compression ratio, determined by the cylinder dimensions

and rc is the effective compression ratio, which is determined by the
inlet valve timing and can be calculated as follows [51, Ch. 14, pp.
632–633]:

= − +r ε x( 1) 1c c c (7)

=x L
Lc

IC

BDC (8)

⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟= ⎛
⎝ −

+ ⎛
⎝

− + − ⎞
⎠

⎞
⎠

L L
ε

α
λ

r1
1

1
2

(1 cos ) 1 (1 )IC S
c

IC
CR

tg
(9)

= −r λ α1 sintg CR IC
2 2 (10)

=λ L
L2CR

S

CS (11)

=
−

L εL
ε 1

,BDC
S

(12)

where xc is the compression stroke effectiveness factor, LIC is the dis-
tance between the top of the cylinder and the piston crown, cylinder
space length Lp in Fig. 4, in m when the inlet valve closes, LBDC is the
cylinder space length in m when the cylinder is at bottom dead centre
(BDC) position, LTDC is the cylinder space length in m when the cylinder
is at top dead centre (TDC) position, LCR is the length of the crank rod in
m, αIC is the crank angle when the inlet valve closes, λCR is the length
ratio of the crank rod to the crank shaft radius in m RCR and rtg is a
trigonometric root used to split the equation.

2.1.3. Heat release
The heat release model represents the heat release during the iso-

choric, isobaric and isothermal combustion stages of the six point
Seiliger process. The released heat is assumed to be split between a
constant volume segment q23 in kJ/kg, a constant pressure segment q34
in kJ/kg, and a constant temperature segment q45, according to [15], as
follows:

=q t X t
m t η t η h

m t
( ) ( )

( ) ( )
( )cv

f q comb
L

23
1 (13)

= − −q t X t X t
m t η t η h

m t
( ) (1 ( ) ( ))

( ) ( )
( )cv ct

f q comb
L

34
1 (14)

=q t X t
m t η t η h

m t
( ) ( )

( ) ( )
( )

,ct
f q comb

L

45
1 (15)

where Xcv is the portion of heat released at constant volume, Xct is the
portion of heat released at constant temperature, ηq is the heat release
efficiency, ηcomb is the combustion efficiency and hL is the lower heating
value of fuel at ISO conditions in kJ/kg. The combustion efficiency is
considered a function of air excess ratio λ, according to [52], but is
unity within the engine operating limits. The nominal heat release ef-
ficiency ηq is estimated using nominal engine parameters and (5),
(17)–(23) and (53)–(55). Furthermore, the percentage of heat lost is

Me

p1

wi

p6

T6

ne

q45

q34

q23Xset

p1

m1

mf

Air 
swallow, 

AE 
(12)-(13)

Fuel 
pump,
AE (1) Heat 

release, 
AE

(4)-(9)

Seiliger 
cycle, AE
(12)-(13)

m1, mf

Exhaust 
receiver and 

turbocharger, 
DAE

(28)-(29)
(33)-(37)

(43)

m1, mf

Mechanical 
conversion
AE (44)-(46)

m1, ne

Fig. 3. Schematic presentation of the diesel engine model and the interaction between its
subsystems, consisting of Algebraic Equations (AE) or Differential and Algebraic
Equations (DAE).

LS

LS

LCR

LP

Top of cylinder

RCR

Connec ng
Rod

Crank

Fig. 4. Schematic view of the geometry of cylinder, crank rod and crank shaft [51 Ch. 14,
p. 632].
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considered inversely related to engine speed in Hz ne, as follows:

= − −η t η
n
n t

( ) 1 (1 )
( )

.q q
e

enom
nom

(16)

The constant volume portion of combustion Xcv is considered to
increase linearly with engine speed at a negative rate Xcvgrad, and the
constant temperature portion of combustion Xct is considered to in-
crease proportional to fuel injection, as follows:

= +
−

X t X
n t n

n
X( )

( )
cv cv

e e

e
cvnom

nom

nom
grad (17)

=X t X
m t
m

( )
( )

,ct ct
f

f
nom

nom (18)

where Xctnom is the nominal constant temperature portion, and Xcvnom is
the nominal constant volume portion, which can be estimated from the
maximum cylinder pressure in the nominal working point pmaxnom in Pa,
which often is available in engine project guides, as follows:
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where cva is the specific heat at constant volume of air in J/kgK,T1 is the
air temperature in the cylinder at the start of compression in K, κa is the
specific heat ratio of air, p1nom is the nominal charge air pressure in Pa
and m1nom is the nominal trapped mass at the start of compression in kg.
Finally, the air temperature at start of compression T1 in K is assumed
constant and can be estimated according to [48, Ch. 6, p. 274], as
follows:

= + −T T ε T T( ),c inl inl c1 (20)

where Tc is the charge air temperature after the intercooler in K, εinl is
the parasitic heat exchanger effectiveness of the heat exchange between
inlet duct and the air and Tinl is the temperature of the inlet duct that
heats the inducted air in K. Because the charge air temperature is fairly
constant and the temperature is an estimate, all these temperatures are
assumed constant.

2.1.4. Seiliger cycle
The six stage Seiliger process consists of polytropic compression,

isochoric combustion, isobaric combustion, isothermal combustion and
polytropic expansion and can be used to determine the work produced
during the closed cylinder process and establish the exhaust gas prop-
erties at the end of expansion [50]. Moreover, we assume the gas is a
perfect gas with a homogeneous composition. This cycle is illustrated in
Fig. 5. The associated equations are summarised in Table 1 [50, Ch. 3,
p. 136–137], where V p,i i and Ti are the volume in m3, pressure in Pa
and temperature in K at state i, wij and qij are the specific work in kNm/
kg and specific heat in kJ/kg produced during the process from state i to
state j, a b, and c are the Seiliger parameters as defined in [50], cp a, is
the specific heat at constant pressure for air in J/kgK, nexp is the poly-
tropic exponent for expansion, as polytropic expansion allows for jacket
water cooling, and reo is the ratio of the volume at Seiliger point 6, when
the exhaust valve opens, to point 1, when the inlet valve closes, which
is determined by the exhaust valve opening angle αEO, using (9), as
follows:

=r L
Leo

EO

IC (21)
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where LEO is the cylinder space length when the exhaust valve opens.
The total indicated work can then be determined from the work of the
Seiliger stages in Table 1, as follows:

= + + +w w w w w .i 12 34 45 56 (23)

2.1.5. Exhaust receiver and turbocharger
The process of blow down after the exhaust valve opens, gas ex-

pelling during the exhaust stroke, and scavenging after the inlet opens
can be represented by Zinner blowdown, as proposed by [53] and ex-
tensively discussed in [48], as follows:

⎜ ⎟= ⎛
⎝

+ − ⎞
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T t
n

n
n

p t
p t

T t( ) 1 ( 1) ( )
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( ),bld
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bld

d s,

6
6

(24)

where Tbld is the Zinner blowdown temperature in K, nbld is the poly-
tropic expansion coefficient of the blowdown process, allowing for heat
loss to the cylinder, exhaust valve and duct, and pd s, is the equilibrium
pressure in the exhaust receiver in Pa.

The resulting exhaust receiver temperature Td in K after mixing of
the air fuel mixture expelled from the cylinder and the scavenge air that
slips through the cylinder, can be defined as follows [48]:

=
+ +

+ +
T t

c T t m t m t c T s t m t
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( )( ( ) ( )) ( ) ( )

( ( ) ( )) ( ) ( )
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1 1

1 1

g a

g a (25)

where cpg is the specific heat at constant pressure for the exhaust gas in
J/kgK, ssl is the slip ratio of the scavenge process as defined in [48, Ch.
2] and Tslip is the temperature of the air slip during scavenging in K,
which can be estimated using (20). The nominal slip ratio of the sca-
venge process sslnom can be estimated from the total mass flow at
nominal conditions ṁtnom in kg/s, as follows:
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=m m Ṗ ,f bsfc nomnom nom (28)

where ṁ1nom is the trapped mass flow of all cylinders at nominal con-
ditions in kg/s and ṁ fnom is the nominal fuel mass flow in kg/s. Sub-
sequently, the slip ratio can be represented as follows, as proposed in
[48, Ch. 6]:

=s t s
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where κg is the specific heat ratio of the exhaust gas, m1nom is the
trapped mass at nominal conditions in kg, which can be determined
with (5), and Ψsc is the non-dimensional scavenge flow, assuming
isentropic flow through a nozzle and choking above the critical

Fig. 5. Typical six point Seiliger or dual cycle in pressure (p) – volume (V) plot, consisting
of compression (1–2), isochoric combustion (2–3), isobaric combustion (3–4), isothermal
combustion (4–5) and expansion (5–6), from [50].
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pressure, as discussed extensively in [48]. Moreover, the case study
engine has a bypass valve to create additional flow around the cylinder
to increase air flow in the turbocharger at low engine speed. This is
represented by a bypass slip factor sbyp that is multiplied with the sca-
venge slip ratio ssc to obtain the total slip ratio ssl.

The pressure before the turbine is determined by the air swallow
characteristics of the turbine. This model uses the elliptic law as derived
in [47, Ch. 4, p. 122–124] and discussed in [48, Ch. 8, p. 363–410] to
estimate the equilibrium pressure in the exhaust receiver pd s, in Pa, as
follows:

=
+

+p t
s t m t m t R T t

α A
p( )

( ( ) ̇ ( ) ̇ ( )) ( )
d s

sl f g d
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ex,
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e

e
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̇ ( ) ( ) ( ) ,f f e
e

e (33)

where m1̇ is the trapped mass flow in kg/s, mḟ is the fuel mass flow in
kg/s, Rg is the gas constant of the exhaust gas in J/kgK, αZ is the Zinner
turbine area decrease factor, which is assumed one for a constant
pressure turbocharger, Aeff is the effective area of the turbine in m2 and
pex is the pressure after the turbocharger in Pa, which is assumed to be
atmospheric pressure, neglecting exhaust pressure losses. The effective
turbocharger area is estimated with (31) for nominal conditions. Sub-
stituting (24) in (25), (30) in (29), and (29) in (25) and (31), the
quadratic system of Eqs. (25) and (31) can be solved explicitly.

We assume a time delay τpd for filling the exhaust receiver, because
it measures a considerable volume. Thus, the pressure in the exhaust
receiver pd in Pa can be expressed as follows:

=
−dp t

dt
p t p t

τ
( ) ( ) ( )

.d d s d

p

,

d (34)

The equilibrium turbocharger pressure ratio πcoms, can be estimated
from the pressure and temperature in the exhaust receiver from the
Büchi power and flow balance, Eq. (35), as discussed in [48, Ch. 8]. The
losses in the inlet duct, filter and air cooler are neglected. This leads to
the following set of equations:
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where δf is the fuel addition factor, χg is the ratio between the specific
heats at constant pressure of the exhaust gas cpg and of air c η,p TCa is the
turbocharger efficiency, rTTC is the driving temperature ratio of the
turbocharger, p s1, is the equilibrium turbocharger pressure at a static
working point in Pa, pamb and Tamb are the ambient pressure in Pa and
temperature in K, because the inlet duct, filter and air cooler pressure
losses are neglected and πtur is the turbine pressure ratio. The variable
turbocharger efficiency is represented with a quadratic function of
charge pressure, as follows [45]:

= + +η t a b p t c p t( ) ( ) ( ),TC η η η1 1
2 (40)

where a b,η η and cη are the polynomial coefficients of the turbocharger
for estimating the turbocharger efficiency ηTC. The coefficients are es-
timated from the FAT load PFAT in kW, speed ne in rev/s, charge pres-
sure p1 in Pa and fuel consumption mbsfc in g/kWh, Table 1, and (3),
(25), (31) and (35). The first order time delay of the turbocharger
reaching equilibrium speed and pressure p1 in Pa, due to it’s inertia, is
represented by a time delay τTC, as follows:

=
−dp t

dt
p t p t

τ
( ) ( ) ( )

.s

TC

1 1, 1

(41)

The turbine exit temperature Tex is determined from the exhaust
receiver temperature Td, using the isentropic turbine efficiency ηturis and
specific heat loss qhl in kJ/kg, as follows:
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where Texis is the isentropic turbine exhaust temperature, and Texid is the

Table 1
Seiliger cycle equations [50, Ch. 3 pp.136-137].

Seiliger stage Volume V Pressure p Temperature T Specific work w Heat q

Compression
1–2 = rV

V c
1
2

= rp
p c

κa2
1

= −rT
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−

w Ra T T
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( 2 1)
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−
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4
3
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4
3
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ideal turbine exhaust temperature, including turbine losses without
heat loss. The specific heat loss qhl is considered to be linearly de-
pendant on the temperature difference between the turbine entry
temperature Td and ambient temperature Tamb and linearly dependant
on the reciproke of the mas flow mṫ , as Fourier’s law dictates that heat
loss depends on temperature flux and residence time, as follows:

= −
−( )

q t q T t T
T T

m
m t

( ) ( ( ) ) ̇
̇ ( )

,hl hl
d amb

d amb

t

t
nom

nom

nom

(45)

where qhlnom is the nominal specific heat loss determined from FAT
measurements using (42)–(44) and the following equations for specific
compressor and turbine work wcom and wtur :
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where Tb is the temperature after the compressor in K and ηcomm is the
mechanical turbocharger efficiency which is considered constant. The
isentropic turbine efficiency ηturis is determined using a quadratic fit
from FAT measurements as in (40) based on the following equations:
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where a b,η ηt t and cηt are the polynomial coefficients of the isentropic
turbine efficiency. Finally, the exhaust valve temperature Tev can be
estimated using the heat transfer mechanism between the exhaust
gasses and exhaust valve during blowdown and scavenging as proposed
in [5], as follows:
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where rht is the heat transfer ratio between heating during blowdown
and cooling during scavenging, αIO is the inlet valve opening angle, αEC
is the exhaust valve closing angle, and ssc is the scavenge slip ratio
without multiplication of bypass slip factor sbyp as the bypass flow does
not cool the exhaust valve.

2.1.6. Mechanical conversion
The conversion from indicated work in the cylinder to mechanical

torque on the output shaft of the diesel engine leads to a torque loss
Mloss in kNm that is represented with a linear loss model, as follows:
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where Me is engine torque in kNm, Mi is the indicated torque in kNm,
Mlossnom is the nominal torque loss in kNm and Mlossgrad is the torque loss
gradient. This approach assumes mechanical losses are independent of
engine load, which is limitedly accurate. Alternatively, [54] demon-
strated that friction can be accurately modelled as a function of mean
piston speed and mean effective pressure, which is directly related to
the load. However, for this approach sufficient empirical data is re-
quired, which is not available for the case study. Future improvement of
the proposed diesel engine model could focus on implementing [54].

Finally, the first order equation of motion for engine rotation

determines the engine speed, as mentioned at the start of this section.
Because we consider the engine, gearbox, shaft-line and propeller to be
rigidly coupled, the equation of motion for the rotation of this complete
assembly is included in the gearbox and shaft-line model, as illustrated
in Fig. 2.

2.2. Gearbox and shaft-line model

Literature on modelling of maritime gearbox losses is very limited,
even though gearbox losses as a general subject has received renewed
interest due to numerical modelling techniques [55]. Models on mar-
itime gearbox losses consist of either a complex thermal network model
[56] or a simple gearbox loss function such as the ones in [10,56,57].
While the thermal network model is based on non-dimensional heuristic
estimation models for the various loss sources in the gearbox, it requires
very detailed design information of the gearbox, which often is only
available for the gearbox designer.

[56] has shown that the linear torque loss model proposed in his
work can accurately predict gearbox losses calculated with a thermal
network model if calibrated correctly. However, [56] proposes to use
alternative parameters to predict the efficiency on the propeller curve
and the generator (constant speed) line. Alternatively, we use values at
both the propeller curve and the generator line to predict the gearbox
torque losses across the full gearbox operating envelope. As a result, the
gearbox torque loss in Nm and the resulting gearbox output torque Mgb
in Nm can be represented as follows:
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= −M t M t i M t( ) ( ) ( ),gb e gb l (58)

where Mlnom is the nominal gearbox torque loss in Nm, a b,gb gb en cgb are
the gearbox loss function parameters, Plnom is the nominal gearbox loss
power in W and n pnom is the nominal gearbox output shaft speed and
thus the nominal propeller speed in rev/s. All these parameters can be
determined from manufacturer data or from a thermal network model
as proposed in [56].

Apart from the gearbox losses, the shaft bearings cause additional
losses. We assume these shaft-line losses Msl in Nm to depend solely on
the gearbox torque Mgb in Nm, as follows:

=M t η M t( ) ( ),sl sl gb (59)

where ηsl is the shaft line efficiency.
Finally, we represent the equation of motion for the engine,

gearbox, shaft-line and propeller, which are assumed to be rigidly
coupled, as follows:

=
− −dn t

dt
M M M t

πJ
( ) ( )

2
p gb t sl t p

t
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(60)

= + + + +J J i J J J J ,t e gb gb sl p ew
2

(61)

where np is the propeller and shaft-line speed in rev/s, Jt is the total
moment of inertia of the shaft and all connected rotating equipment
reflected to propeller speed in kgm2, Je is the moment of inertia of the
diesel engine in kgm2, Jgb is the moment of inertia of the gearbox in
kgm2, Jsl is the moment of inertia of the shaft-line in kgm2, Jp is the
moment of inertia of the propeller in kgm2 and Jew is the moment of
inertia of the entrained water in kgm2.

2.3. Propeller model

The first goal of the propeller model is to predict the thrust, torque
and efficiency characteristics as a function of propeller pitch, and
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propeller and ship speed. We use the well established open water test
results. In order to allow for reverse thrust, we use the four quadrant
open water diagrams, which are widely available for typical propellers,
for example in the Taylor and Gawn Series [58,59], the most widely
used Wageningen B and Ka-series [20] and the recently developed
Wageningen C- and D-series for Controllable Pitch Propellers (CPPs)
[60,19].

In order to use the four quadrant open water diagrams, we first have
to express the hydrodynamic pitch angle β in deg as a function of shaft
speed np in rev/s, ship speed vs in m/s and wakefield disturbance due to
waves vw in m/s, as follows:

= − +v t v t f v t( ) ( )(1 ) ( )a s w w (62)
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where va is the advance speed of the water relative to the propeller in
m/s, fw is the wake fraction, which is considered constant and D is the
propeller diameter in m.

The open water diagrams, which in the Wageningen C and D series
have been made available in 40th order Fourier series, linearly trun-
cated from the 31st harmonic to the 40th harmonic, provide the asso-
ciated torque and trust coefficients CQ and CT as a function of propeller
pitch to diameter ratio Pp at 70% of the radius in m and the hydro-
dynamic pitch angle β in deg [19]. The torque Qp in Nm and thrustTp in
N are represented by the torque and thrust coefficients CQ and CT , as
follows:

= +v t v t πn t D( ) ( ) (0.7 ( ) )h a p
2 2 (64)
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4
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where vh is the hydrodynamic velocity in m/s. In order to obtain the
actual propeller torque Mp in Nm, the relative rotative efficiency of the
propeller ηR, which is assumed constant, needs to be accounted for [61]:

=M t
Q t

η
( )

( )
.p

p

R (67)

Because we consider a CPP, the time delay between changing the
pitch setpoint and the actual movement of the pitch needs to be ac-
counted for Grimmelius and Wesselink [62–64] performed an extensive
analysis on the non-linear behaviour of the forces in a CPP and in the
CPP actuating mechanism and [65,16,66] have derived a detailed non-
linear model for the pitch actuation mechanism of a CPP and included
this in a propulsion simulation model. However, in this study, we as-
sume a first order system with time constant τP to represent the ac-
tuation delay due to friction, oil leakage, pressurising and inertia in the
pitch actuation system, because [62] has shown a first order linear
system can provide insight in the overall system behaviour as opposed
to the behaviour of the CPP actuation mechanism and the associated
wear. This leads to the following model equations:

=
−dP t

dt
P t P t

τ
( ) ( ) ( )

,p p p

P
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where Ppset is the pitch ratio setpoint from the controller.
The second goal of the propeller model is to assess the influence of

the control system strategy on the cavitation behaviour of the propeller.
A wealth of research is available on the design of propellers and the use
of cavitation tunnels and full scale measurements to determine the
propeller cavitation behaviour and optimise its design. An extensive
review on cavitation research is reported in [67]. More recently, ap-
plication of Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) has allowed to opti-
mise propeller design based on numerical analysis [68]. However, for

the purpose of dynamic simulation models, CFD is too detailed and
computationally expensive.

Alternatively, Vrijdag [7,17] proposes to use the effective angle of
attack αeff in combination with an experimentally determined cavita-
tion bucket of a propeller as a measure of the likelihood of cavitation
occurring. The definition of the effective angle of attack αeff and the
reasoning behind this definition is extensively described in [7,17] and is
as follows:
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where αi is the shock free entry angle onto the leading edge of the
propeller profile in deg, and c1 is the Vrijdag coefficient to calibrate the
effective angle of attack with the centre point of the cavitation bucket
such that the cavitation bucket can be represented as two lines in the

−α σeff n phase plane. [17, Ch. 7, pp. 115–120] describes the procedure to
determine c1 and [17, Ch. 7, pp. 147–159] describes the schematic
cavitation bucket in the −α σeff n phase plane, with the cavitation number
σn defined as follows:

=
−∞σ

p p
ρn D1/2

,n
v

p
2 2 (70)

where ∞p is the ambient water pressure at the centre-line of the pro-
peller in Pa and pv is the vapour pressure of water at the ambient
temperature in Pa. After experimentally determining the cavitation
bucket, Vrijdag [17] has developed a control strategy that is aimed at
maintaining the angle of attack near its optimum value and demon-
strates its effectiveness in the −α σeff n phase plane. This type of plot will
be referred to as a cavitation plot in the remainder of this paper.

2.4. Hull model

The proposed model analyses ship motion only in surge direction, as
opposed to more complex 6 degree of freedom models proposed in
[15,69]. Therefore, the hull model needs to provide an estimate of the
ships resistance Rv in N as a function of speed vs in kts. The two most
used methods to determine the ship resistance are the estimation of the
ship resistance with semi-empirical methods such as [70] and the
measurement of the ship resistance in a towing tank test. For this study,
tow test measurement were used that were corrected for environmental
conditions and fouling [71].

Subsequently, the equation of motion represents the ship man-
oeuvring dynamics in one degree of freedom, as follows:

=
− −( )dv t

dt

k T t

m
( ) ( )

,s
p p

R v t
f

( ( ))
1
v s

t

(71)

where kp is the number of propellers, ft is the thrust deduction factor,
which is assumed constant and m is the ships mass in kg, neglecting the
added mass due to the boundary layer.

2.5. Wave model

Waves can cause serious disturbances on the loading of diesel en-
gines when a ship sails in high sea states, particularly when the engine
runs in speed control. [8] has documented measurements on a Karel
Doorman class frigate sailing in head waves in Sea State 6, which is the
worst case scenario within normal operations according to typical de-
sign specifications. These measurements, shown in Fig. 6, clearly il-
lustrate how the disturbance of waves can cause engine overloading.

The main cause of the disturbance on engine loading is the fluctu-
ating wake speed of the water flowing into the propeller, as previously
discussed in [10]. The orbital movement of water causes a disturbance
on the average speed of the water entering the propeller, an exponential
distribution of water speed along the depth of the propeller and an
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oblique inflow. In this study, we are interested in the significant dis-
turbance of the wave orbital movement on the propeller loading, due to
the significant wave height [72,73]. We therefore consider the wave
speed at the propeller centre, as follows:

= − −v t ζωe sin kv ω t( ) (( ) )w
k z

sw (72)

=k ω
g

,w
2

(73)

where ζ is the significant wave amplitude in m, ω is the wave radial
frequency in rad/s, kw is the wave number in 1/m, z is the water depth
in m at the propeller centre and g is the standard gravity in m/s2.

In summary, the ship propulsion system model consists of 4 sub-
models with a system of Differential and Algebraic Equations (DAEs)
and the wave sub-model with an Algebraic Equation (AE), with the
relations shown in Fig. 2. The model consists of 6 state variables: fuel
injection per cylinder per cycle mf , charge pressure p1, exhaust receiver
pressure pd, propeller speed np, propeller pitch Pp and ship speed vs. The
overall system is thus composed of the diesel engine DAEs (1), (4), (5),
(13)–(18), Table 1, (21)–(25) and (29)–(55), the gearbox DAEs (56) and
(58)–(60), the propeller DAEs (62)–(68), the hull DAE (71) and the
wave AE (72).

3. Conventional control

3.1. Control objectives

The objective for the conventional control strategy is to represent
the control system implemented on the case study, the Holland class
patrol vessel. The control objectives for this baseline control strategy,
used to validate the propulsion system model, are:

• Provide requested virtual shaft speed nvirt as defined in [7]:

=
−
−

n t
P t P
P P

n( )
( )

,virt
p p

p p
p

nom

0

0 (74)

where Pp0 is the pitch ratio at which zero thrust is achieved and Ppnom
is the nominal pitch ratio.

• Prevent engine overloading in design conditions by limiting the
telegraph position acceleration rate, limiting the pitch increase rate
as a function of virtual shaft speed and reducing pitch when the
engine margin is too small.

• Provide high manoeuvrability within engine overloading limitations

in manoeuvring mode for design conditions.

• Provide high propulsion efficiency within engine overloading lim-
itations in transit mode for design conditions.

3.2. Control system design

An extensive review on the control strategies used for mechanical
propulsion is available in [9]. While some alternative strategies have
been proposed, the basic principle for control of mechanical propulsion
with CPPs remains speed control of the engine in combination with one
or two fixed combinator curves [74,8,75]. The schematic representa-
tion of the baseline control strategy used for validation is given in
Fig. 7.

The virtual shaft speed setpoint nvirtset in rpm is converted in an
unlimited lever setpoint Lu in % with linear interpolation, according to
Table 2. Subsequently, the increase rate of the lever setpoint is limited
to limit engine thermal loading, as follows:where Lset is the setpoint

after rate limitation in %, TΔ is the time step over which the rate is
limited, +RL is the maximum increase rate of the lever setpoint and −RL

is the maximum decrease rate of the lever setpoint.
The relationship between the lever setpoint Lset and the propeller

pitch and engine speed references Pref and nref is expressed in the
combinator curves for manoeuvring mode and transit mode, as illu-
strated in Fig. 8. The fuel injection limitations Xlim in % as a function of
charge pressure p1 in Pa and engine speed ne in rev/s are represented in
Tables 3 and 4.

The pitch is reduced when the fuel injection margin Xmar is below
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Table 2
Unlimited lever setpoint Lu as a function of virtual shaft speed setpoint nvirtset .

Virtual shaft speed rpm 0 84 128 186 230
Unlimited lever setpoint % 0 25 50 95 100
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Xmarmin in order to prevent thermal overloading and the pitch increase
rate +RP is limited according to the linear relationship f1 shown in
Table 5, as follows:

= −X X Xmar lim set (78)

< =+X X R R:mar mar P Prmin (79)

⩾ =+X X R f n: ( )mar mar P virt1min (80)

where Xset is the fuel injection setpoint for the fuel pump in % and nvirt
is the actual virtual shaft speed in rpm.

Subsequently, the pitch setpoint Pset is represented by the following
equations:

where −RP is the maximum decrease rate of the pitch setpoint.
The controller algorithm for the engine speed control that provides

the fuel injection setpoint Xset is as follows:
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e
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⩽ =X t X t X t X t( ) ( ): ( ) ( )PID lim set PID (85)

> =X t X t X t X t( ) ( ): ( ) ( ),PID lim set lim (86)

where XPID is the unlimited fuel injection setpoint, KP is the proportional
gain and KI is the reset rate. The control parameters are listed in Table 6.

3.3. Control system tuning

The settings of the control parameters in Tables 2–6 and Fig. 8 have
been determined through extensive dynamic simulations [71]. Because
the relationship between the control parameters and the propulsion
system MOEs is not very clear and depends on the operational condi-
tions, the tuning requires weeks of analysing simulation time traces.
Moreover, while the risk of thermal overloading has been eliminated,
manoeuvrability, cavitation noise and fuel consumption might suffer
from the conservative settings. However, the lack of MOPs to quantify
system performance, has limited a thorough analysis of the trade-off
between the various MOEs.

4. Validation of propulsion system model with conventional
control

We use the terminology for model qualification, verification and
validation as proposed in [76]. The model qualification, the analysis to
obtain the conceptual model, and the conceptual model itself have been
described in Section 2. We have performed the model verification per
subsystem, as proposed in [17], for each of the subsystem models by
varying the input parameters and comparing the response with analy-
tical results (see Fig. 12 and 15).

Validation procedures with statistical analysis for a complex mul-
tidisciplinary simulation model have been described in [77–79,17,80].
[78] quantifies the uncertainty of the static model results by estimating
the parameter uncertainty and running the simulation model for the
extremes of the 95% confidence interval for the full model. Alter-
natively, [77] proposes to estimate the parameter uncertainty and
subsequently determine the sensitivity of the sub-model either mathe-
matically with Taylor approximations or numerically with in-
finitesimally small disturbances. Subsequently, the total ship model
uncertainty can be established with linearisation by first order Taylor
approximations. [79] compares these two methods with a case study
and concludes the method proposed in [77] is more efficient while
delivering comparable results. Subsequently, the validity of the model
can be determined by comparing the model result interval with the
confidence interval of measurements [78]. Another widely used
method, Monte Carlo simulation, has been applied to a propulsion
system model in [80]. While this method can handle non-linearities, as
opposed to the method in [77], it does not provide insight in system
behaviour. The main drawback of all these approaches is that the
outcome of the statistical analysis strongly depends on the estimated
parameter uncertainty and that other types of uncertainty are not ad-
dressed.

In our case, we want to establish how well we can predict the be-
haviour of a propulsion plant in uncertain operational conditions based
on the model and its calibration with Factory Acceptance Test (FAT)
data and determine how we can use this model to quantify the per-
formance of the system and its control strategy for various MOEs.
Subsequently, we want to use it to analyse the influence of the control
strategy on the performance of the system as a whole quantified
through a number of MOPs. Therefore, in this study we carry out
quantitive validation with measurements of the ship in real operational
conditions during the ships SAT.
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Table 3
Fuel injection limitation Xlim as a function of charge pressure p1.

Absolute charge pressure kPa 0 100 300 350 400 500
Fuel injection limitation % 42 42 103 109 115 115

Table 4
Fuel injection limitation Xlim as a function of engine speed ne.

Engine speed rpm 400 500 500 700 800 900 1000
Fuel limitation % 40 46 55 67 84 105 105

Table 5
Pitch increase rate +RP as a linear interpolation function f1 of virtual shaft speed nvirt .

Virtual shaft speed rpm 0 40 77 153 190 230 240
Pitch increase rate %/s 3 2 1 1 0.5 0.2 0.2
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4.1. Diesel engine model validation

The diesel engine models proposed in this study, or earlier versions
proposed in [24,10], have not been validated in previous work.
Therefore, this section first discusses the parametrisation and calibra-
tion of the model, based on the approach described in [17]. Subse-
quently, a quantitative validation wil be discussed using the full FAT
data.

The parameters used in the diesel engine model have been obtained
from four sources. Most engine parameters are available from the en-
gine project guide and operating manual [81,12]. Furthermore, some
parameters have been estimated based on diesel engine theory [50,48]
or general physics theory. Finally, FAT results have given the remaining
parameters, for calibration of the turbocharger efficiency as a function
of the charge pressure, heat loss as a function of air flow and turbo-
charger entry temperature and heat release as a function of engine
speed. The diesel engine parameters and their source have been sum-
marised in Table 7.

The model is run at the FAT speed and power settings with the
parameters from Table 7. The results in Figs. 9–11 show that the FAT
measurements for specific fuel consumption, charge air pressure,
combustion pressure, fuel injection and exhaust receiver temperature
are within 5% of the model predictions. The turbocharger exit tem-
perature is also reasonably predicted with the model, although the
deviation at 25% load is slightly higher at 8%.

The FAT measurement data only consists of a limited amount of
operating points in the full engine operating envelope, along the pro-
peller curve. Full validation of the model requires measurements across
all operating points of the engine. Therefore, a more extensive mea-
surement campaign is recommended for further model validation. For
completeness, Fig. 12 shows the specific fuel consumption and the air
excess ratio over the complete operating envelope of the engine. When
comparing this with the specific fuel consumption of a typical high
speed engine in Fig. 14, as published in [11], the model results are
within 5% down to 10% load of the engine. The minimum air excess
ratio within the engine operating envelope is 1.4. This value can serve
as a minimum air excess ratio that needs to be maintained in dynamic
conditions. Fig. 13 shows the exhaust valve temperature and the ex-
haust receiver temperature, and therefore the entry temperature of the
turbine. The trend of the exhaust valve temperature exactly matches the
trend of the air access ratio, as previously demonstrated with modelling
and experiments in [43]. This confirms that the air access ratio can
serve as a good indicator for engine thermal loading. Although the
trend of the exhaust receiver temperature shows an even bigger dis-
continuity at 900 rpm, the speed below which the cylinder bypass valve
opens and provides extra cooling air to the exhaust receiver, the ex-
haust receiver temperature is also strongly influenced by the air access
ratio.

4.2. Gearbox model validation

The gearbox loss model parameters a b,gb gb and cgb and the nominal
gearbox loss Plnom in W were obtained from a linear fit through three
data points of the gearbox manufacturer data and are presented in

Table 8. When inspecting the results from the gearbox loss model in
Fig. 15 and comparing them with the losses obtained from the manu-
facturers data over the full torque and speed envelop, we establish that
the obtained values are within 1%, confirming the visual impression
that the gearbox power losses exhibit a quadratic relationship with
engine speed.

4.3. Propeller model validation

Available propeller models and data series have been discussed in
[10] and an extensive review is available in [82]. In this study we use
the Wageningen CD series, which represent ‘contemporary and prac-
tical CPP designs’ [60]. Moreover, the 5 blade propellers in this series
represent CPP design ‘aimed at applications for the navies’ [60] and the
design compromise was focused on ‘better cavitation performance for
high pitch and large blade area ratios ’ [60]. We use the Wageningen
C5-60 propeller, which has been made available to the partners in the
Joint Industry Project on developing the Wageningen C- and D-series
for Controllable Pitch Propellers (CPPs). This propeller has a similar
open water diagram to the propeller fitted to the Holland class patrol
vessel. The propeller parameters are presented in Table 9.

Because the Wageningen C5-60 propeller is not yet publicly avail-
able, this paper does not present the model results of this propeller

Table 6
Control parameters in manoeuvring mode (MAN) and transit mode (TRAN)

Propulsion mode MAN TRAN

Proportional gain KP 2 2
Reset rate KI 0.5 0.5
Maximum lever increase rate +RL 1.5%/s 3%/s
Maximum lever decrease rate −RL −3%/s −6%/s
Pitch reduction rate RPr −1.89%/s −1.89%/s
Minimum injection margin Xmarmin 16.5% 16.5%
Maximum pitch reduction rate −RP −10%/s −10%/s

Table 7
Patrol vessel case study diesel engine model parameters from project guide (PG), physics
theory (P), FAT data (F) or estimate (E).

Diesel engine parameter description Value Source

Nominal engine power Penom 5400 kW PG
Nominal engine speed nenom 16.71 rev/s PG
Number of cylinders ie 12 PG
Number of revolutions per cycle ke 2 PG
Bore diameter DB 0.28 m PG
Stroke length LS 0.33 m PG
Crank rod length LCR 0.64063 PG
Crank angle after TDC, inlet closure αIC 224 ° PG
Crank angle after TDC, exhaust open αEO 119 ° PG
Nominal spec. fuel consumption mbsfcnom 198 g/kW h PG
Heat release efficiency ηq 0.886 PG

Geometric compression ratio εc 13.8 PG
Total nominal mass flow ṁtnom 10.5 kg/s PG
Cylinder volume at state 1 V1 0.0199 m3 PG
Nominal pressure at state 1 p nom1 4.1e5 Pa PG

Maximum cylinder pressure pmaxnom 188e5 Pa PG

Temperature after the intercooler Tc 323 K PG
Temperature of the inlet duct Tinl 423 K E
Parasitic heat exchanger effectiveness εinl 0.05 E
Fuel injection time delay τX 0.0151 s E
Turbocharger time constant τTC 51 s E
Exhaust receiver time constant τpd 0.01 s E
Gas constant of air Ra 287 J/kg K P
Specific heat at constant volume of air cv a, 717.5 J/kg K P
Specific heat at const. pressure of air cp a, 1005 J/kg K P
Specific heat at const. p of exhaust gas cp g, 1100 J/kg K P
Isentropic index of air κa 1.4 P
Isentropic index of the exhaust gas κg 1.353 P

Lower heating value of fuel hL 42700 J/kg PG
Stoichiometric air to fuel ratio σf 14.5 PG
Polytropic exponent for expansion nexp 1.38 E
Polytropic exponent for blowdown nbld 1.38 E
Nominal mechanical efficiency ηmnom 0.90 E

Constant volume portion gradient Xcvgrad −0.4164 F

Constant temperature portion Xctnom 0.4 E
Turbocharger factor aη −3.29e−12 F
Turbocharger factor bη −2.52e−6 F

Turbocharger factor cη 0.2143 F
Ambient pressure pamb 1e5 Pa PG
Ambient temperature Tamb 318 K PG
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separately. Clearly, the model uses the results of the open water tests,
which is a well accepted method to model propeller thrust and torque
within the assumptions of a homogenous advance speed, perpendicular
flow into the propeller and quasi static performance. However, the
modelling strategy and software code needs to be verified. For ver-
ification purposes we refer to the results of the C4-40 propeller pre-
sented in [10], which can be compared with the results presented in
[19]. Moreover, for an uncertainty analysis of the method used to de-
termine the Wageningen C- and D-series propellers, we refer to [60].

4.4. Hull and wave model validation

The ship resistance and the wave model parameters very strongly
depend on the conditions in which the ship operates. In order to in-
vestigate the effect of varying conditions we consider three typical
conditions. Trial condition is defined as Sea State 0, wind speed of 3 m/
s and no fouling. Service condition is defined as Sea State 4, wind speed
of 11 m/s, head seas and wind and 6 months out of dock fouling. Off-
design condition is defined as Sea State 6, wind speed of 24 m/s, head
seas and wind and 6 months out of dock fouling. The parameters that
represent these conditions are shown in Table 10 and Fig. 16.
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The validation of resistance test results is routinely performed by
organisations such as MARIN, who have performed the resistance test.
However, the total ship model validation demonstrates that the model’s
resulting ship speed corresponds with the tow tank test results. The
verification of the behaviour of the propulsion plant in waves is per-
formed with the total ship model based on ship measurements.

4.5. Total ship model validation

The total ship model consists of all the models discussed in Section 2
and of the control strategy described in Section 3.2. The parameters and

validation of these models have been discussed in the previous Sections.
The aim of this Section is to quantitatively validate the dynamic behaviour
of the total ship model including the conventional control strategy. To this
end, we compare the simulation results of an acceleration manoeuvre with
the actual measurements of the same acceleration manoeuvre performed
during the SAT’s of HNLMS Holland, shown in Fig. 17. Even though the
available measurements are limited, the available measurements deliver
good confidence in the model credibility. Moreover, we compare the be-
haviour of the propulsion plant sailing at constant speed in waves with
earlier measurements performed on a Karel Doorman class frigate in Sea
State 6 as reported in [8].
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Fig. 11. Diesel engine model validation with FAT results for exhaust
receiver and turbocharger exit temperature.
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4.5.1. Acceleration manoeuvre
The results of the acceleration manoeuvre from zero ship speed and a

virtual shaft speed of 0 rpm to a setpoint of 230 rpm virtual shaft speed at
time =t 30 s are presented in Figs. 18–20. The model results during the
manoeuvre for fuel injection, shaft speed and virtual shaft speed stay
within 5% of the measurements. The pitch has a larger deviation, but this
is caused by the different open water diagram of the actual propeller
compared to the C5-60 propeller that was used in the model.

The following main differences between the model results and the
measurements can be identified:

• The model fuel pump position is approximately 2.5% higher than
the measured fuel pump position at the start of the manoeuvre when
the diesel engine load is below 10%. The results in Fig. 12 and 14
show the overestimated fuel consumption of the model causes this
difference. This can possibly be resolved with more accurate mod-
elling of the heat losses during expansion and blowdown after per-
forming a more extensive measurement campaign on an engine, as
discussed in Section 4.1.

• The response of the actual pitch has a time variant dead time of
maximum 2 s on top of the linear delay. This delay is mainly caused
by the counter balance valve as described in detail in [63]. [63]
proposes to either remove the counter balance valve or maintain the
control pressure of the counter balance valve if a fast pitch actuation
is required to support an angle of attack control strategy as proposed
in [7]. Then, a pitch actuation bandwidth of 0.6 Hz can be achieved.
Alternatively, the nonlinear effects could be included in the model
as proposed in [63,65,66] or the nonlinear effects could be ne-
glected and the pitch actuation bandwidth of the model could be
reduced to 0.15 Hz, leading to =τ 6.7P .

• The actual engine margin between =t 105 s and =t 130 s is sig-
nificantly higher than the predicted engine margin. Because the
charge pressure has not been logged the actual cause of this differ-
ence cannot be accurately determined. A possible cause is the non-
linear behaviour of the pitch actuation. However, the propeller pitch
and engine loading of the model and the measurements in this time
bracket do behave similarly. Therefore, the predicted performance
of the total system model stays within 5% of the actual
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temperature results in complete operating envelope of the engine.

Fig. 14. Specific fuel consumption of typical high speed engine from [11].

Table 8
Gearbox parameters.

Gearbox loss parameter agb 0

Gearbox loss parameter bgb 0.75

Gearbox loss parameter cgb 0.25
Gearbox nominal power loss Plnom in kW 109
Gearbox speed reduction ratio igb 4.355
Nominal propeller speed n pnom in rpm 230
Total inertia Jt in kg m2 4600
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measurements.

• The combinator setpoint signal measured during the SAT exhibits
what appears to be a high amount of signal noise. The signal is
supposed to be constant at 93.5%, which is the final pitch setpoint
associated with the virtual shaft speed of 230 rpm. Moreover, the
signal features a spike at t = 30 s, before following the expected
ramp. The cause of this noise is unknown but does not appear to
influence the overall system response.

In summary, this quantitative validation demonstrates that the
model predicts the total propulsion system behaviour within 5%.

4.5.2. Sailing in heavy seas
Measurements of sailing in heavy seas of the patrol vessel are not

available. The only available measurements of a similar ship sailing in
heavy seas have been reported in [17,8]. [8] report the measurements

of a Karel Doorman class frigate in Sea State 6 and the results of these
measurements are shown in Fig. 6.

To use these measurements for verification of the modelling
strategy, we have changed the model parameters to reflect the main
parameters of a typical frigate. The parameters used are shown in
Table 11. For the hull and wave model parameters off-design conditions
are assumed, as the reported results have been obtained in Sea State 6.
Moreover, the pitch reduction strategy was not used in this simulation,
because during the measurements no pitch reduction strategy was in-
cluded in the control strategy and overloading actually occurred.
Fig. 21 shows the results at 100 rpm virtual shaft speed of the propul-
sion system model that is modified to reflect a Karel Doorman class
frigate.

The results in Fig. 21 demonstrate that the average magnitude of the
disturbance of the engine speed and fuel injection due to the waves is
predicted well: the fuel rack position fluctuates between 15 and 22 mm,
with a nominal fuel rack position of 30 mm. The irregular effects of
waves that clearly appear in the measurements in Fig. 6, are neglected
in the model. Therefore, the propulsion system model does not predict
the extreme values of the disturbance due to waves, but predicts the
effect due to the significant wave height [73].

An accurate statistical analysis of the uncertainty of the model
cannot be performed with these measurements, because the sea state
only roughly determines the range of the wave height. For example, Sea
State 6 is defined as a significant wave height between 4 and 6 m. More
accurate loggings or measurements of the actual wave height would be
required as input data for an accurate statistical analysis.

5. Measures of performance

Various standardised operating profiles have been determined in the
automotive field to evaluate and compare MOPs of energy management
strategies for hybrid electric vehicles, such as the world-harmonised
light-duty vehicle test cycle (WLTC) and the new European driving
cycle (NEDC) [83]. Moreover, a control benchmark simulation model
exists for these control strategies [84]. These standards have not yet
been defined for the evaluation of ship control strategies. Altosole et al.
[85,86] propose the slam start and crash stop manoeuvres to evaluate
control strategy performance during the most extreme acceleration and
deceleration manoeuvres. While these manoeuvres are very valid to
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Table 9
Propeller parameters.

Wake fraction w 0.08
Relative rotative efficiency ηR 1
Propeller diameter D in m 3.2
Design pitch ratio at 0.7R Pd 0.8
Nominal pitch ratio at 0.7R Pnom 1.18
Pitch ratio for zero thrust P0 0.068
First order pitch actuation delay τP 1.67
Vrijdag coefficient c1 0.7
Shock free entry angle αi 0

Table 10
Hull and wave model parameters in trial, design and off-design condition.

Condition Trial Service Off-design

Ship mass m in 103kg 3800
Number of propellers m 2
Thrust deduction factor t 0.155
Propeller centre depth z in m 6.5
Wave amplitude ζ in m 0 1 2.5
Wave frequency ω in rad/s – 0.966 0.628
Wave number k – 0.095 0.0402
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evaluate the feasibility of control strategies, they do not quantify MOEs,
such as fuel consumption and engine loading, during regular opera-
tional conditions. [87] maps performance and emission parameters of a
ship propulsion system in the engine operating envelope, but do not
extend the analysis to measure ships effectiveness, for example ex-
pressing fuel consumption in ton/mile.

The aim of this paper is to evaluate MOEs fuel consumption, rate of
acceleration, engine thermal loading and propeller cavitation with a
validated model and obtain insight into the influence of the control
strategy on holistic system performance. For this purpose, we propose
the following benchmark manoeuvres: sail at constant speed in trial,
design and off-design conditions and accelerate from 0 to 5, 5 to 10, 10
to 15 and 0 to 15 kts in design conditions. The acceleration from 0 to
15 kts is performed with the slam start manoeuvre: increasing the lever
setpoint to maximum virtual shaft speed at once [65]. The other ac-
celeration manoeuvres are performed by increasing the virtual shaft
speed from the setting corresponding to the initial ship speed to the
setting corresponding to the final ship speed. Moreover, we propose the
following MOPs, obtained from these benchmark manoeuvres:

• Fuel consumption per mile for trial, design and off-design condi-
tions, presented as a function of ships speed during sailing at

constant speed, as previously proposed in [61, Ch12, pp. 482–483];

• Acceleration time for speed increases from 0 to 5, 5 to 10, 10 to 15
and 0 to 15 kts in design conditions;

• Average air excess ratio at constant speed for trial, design and off-
design conditions, presented as a function of ship speed. This per-
formance criterion serves as an indicator for engine thermal loading
during constant speed sailing due to the average temperature;

• Minimum air excess ratio during speed increases from 0 to 5, 5 to
10, 10 to 15 and 0 to 15 kts in design conditions. This performance
criterion serves as an indicator for engine thermal loading due to
acceleration manoeuvres;

• Air excess ratio fluctuation at constant speed for design and off-
design conditions, presented as a function of ship speed. This per-
formance criterion serves as an indicator for thermal stresses in the
engine caused by waves due to temperature fluctuation;

• Cavitation plot of acceleration manoeuvres from 0 to 5 and 5 to
10 kts in design conditions.

The MOPs of the baseline propulsion model and control system are
shown in Figs. 22–26, Tables 12 and 13. These simulation results have
been obtained with MATLAB Simulink R2016b software on a PC with
Intel Core i7 processor and 16 GB memory. The required time to run all
simulations to obtain these MOPs is 1 h.

5.1. Discussion

We can now compare the performance of the transit mode, with a
combinator curve with relatively high pitch, low engine speed and slow
acceleration rates for pitch and engine speed, with the performance of
the manoeuvring mode, with a combinator curve with relatively low
pitch, high engine speed and fast acceleration rates for pitch and engine
speed and observe the following:

• The combinator curve of the transit mode achieves 30% less fuel
consumption at 5 kts, 10% less fuel consumption at 10 kts and 2%
less fuel consumption at 15 kts compared to the manoeuvring mode.
The increased fuel consumption of the manoeuvring mode is mainly
caused by the reduced open water efficiency of the propeller due to
the reduced pitch. Further reducing fuel consumption can possibly
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be achieved by further increasing the pitch during transit mode
when the engine loading allows this, in trail and design conditions.
In off-design conditions, however, the difference in fuel consump-
tion disappears, because the pitch reduction enforces the same re-
duced pitch for the transit mode to prevent overloading of the en-
gine.

• The air excess ratio at constant speed in manoeuvring mode is
0.1–0.3 higher than in transit mode, at low speeds when the pitch
reduction mechanism is not limiting pitch. This lower air excess
ratio leads to a significantly lower thermal loading of the engine, of
approximately 30–90 K. This is caused by the lower pitch and higher
engine revolutions and enables using higher acceleration rates for
pitch and engine speed without thermally overloading the engine.

Due to these high acceleration rates the acceleration time of the ship
is in average 2 times faster in manoeuvring mode than in transit
mode.

• In order to investigate the methodology of using the cavitation plot
to assess the cavitation performance, we define a fictive cavitation
bucket that matches the propeller and is centred at an angle of at-
tack of 8 degrees. However, the shown cavitation buckets for these
propeller have not been determined through measurement and are
only shown to give some indication of the control strategy influence
on cavitation behaviour. With this fictive cavitation bucket, the
combinator curve of the transit mode falls within this bucket up to a
speed of 10 kts for static conditions and only slightly violates the
cavitation bucket during acceleration manoeuvres up tot the same
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speed. Alternatively, the low pitch of the manoeuvring mode causes
it to significantly violate the cavitation bucket. The cavitation plots
for constant speed sailing and acceleration manoeuvres are both
positioned outside the typical cavitation bucket.

In conclusion, the MOPs can be used to quickly and quantitatively
asses the performance of a control strategy and its parameters.
Moreover, these benchmark manoeuvres and performance criteria can
be used to compare performance of alternative control strategies, but
also of alternative propulsion configurations.

6. Conclusions and future research

A method is required to objectively and quickly quantify and assess
the effectiveness of the system architecture and control strategy for
diesel mechanical and hybrid propulsion systems. We have proposed a
new diesel propulsion system model that can be parameterised with
available manufacturer data. This model is based on a previous Mean
Value First Principle (MVFP) model and has been improved to reflect
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Table 11
Changed propulsion model parameters to simulate a typical frigate, si-
milar to Karel Doorman class at 100 rpm virtual shaft speed.

Parameter value

Propeller diameter in m 4.2
Propeller pitch ratio at 100 rpm 1.2
Gearbox ratio 7.3
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modern turbocharger and Miller-timing behaviour based on advanced
diesel engine theory. Subsequently, we have validated the MVFP diesel
engine model with measurements in factory conditions and in opera-
tional conditions at sea with a case study naval vessel. The predictions
of the diesel engine model were within 5% of most measurement va-
lues. Although exhaust gas temperatures were only predicted within
10% of the measurements, the engine thermal loading can be accurately
quantified with the air excess ratio.

The baseline control strategy with fixed combinator curves, accel-
eration limitations and pitch reduction strategy has been described. We

have shown that this strategy can prevent engine overloading effec-
tively while achieving conservative manoeuvrability, acceleration and
cavitation behaviour. Quantitative validation has demonstrated that the
propulsion system model credibly predicts propulsion system behaviour
within 5% accuracy. Moreover, the wave model behaviour in Sea State
6 has been verified with the propulsion system model with modified
parameters that reflect a frigate. The results of this model were found to
match measurements on a frigate in Sea State 6.

Finally, the paper proposes benchmark manoeuvres and associated
measures of performance (MOPs) to quantify the performance of the
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propulsion plant on the following measures of effectiveness (MOEs):
fuel consumption, rate of acceleration, engine thermal loading and
propeller cavitation. These MOPs and the propulsion system model
have been used to evaluate the performance of two operating modes of
the conventional control strategy. Analysing these two control modes
previously either required days of sea trials, or weeks of analysing
various simulation time traces. Alternatively, the proposed MOPs can
be determined within an hour of simulation time. Depending on the
particular control strategy and operating conditions, fuel savings up to

30%, thermal loading reduction of 90 K and reductions of 50% in ac-
celeration time can be achieved.

Future work will use the model proposed in this paper to evaluate
an adaptive pitch control strategy that aims to reduce fuel consumption
and emissions, improve the ships manoeuvrability and reduce cavita-
tion noise while preventing engine overloading. Adding an induction
motor model, as proposed in [88] will allow to evaluate the perfor-
mance of hybrid propulsion plants with CPP as well.
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